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SUBJECT'.

to England

at the present time a chart of the Falkland Islands upon
which I am inserting the results of my geological survey.
This geological chart constitutes an extremely important
part of the results of my work,seeing that it is the only
geological map of the Falklands(of any value) in existence.
The chart will require final revision by me in England,and
it will also probably be necessary for me to prepare other
copies.
It is highly desirable that the chart should remain in my
possession until my arrival in England,when I can complete
it finally,and transmit it,with other copies,to the Under
Secretary of state.
I should therefore be glad if I could be provided with a

discussed the matter with the Colonial Englneer,who under-
stands what kind of receptacle is needed,and will prepare
the same on receipt of the necessary authority.
(2). I should be glad,further,if I could be provided with

st.
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Numbers.

Bequests case for conveyance of Geological Chart 
and certain printed slips.

a number of printed slips,on strong white paper,to be 
attached to the charts.I enclose particulars of the kind

Sir,
I have the honour to report that I have in preparation

J,*'®
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case for the conveyance of the chart to England. I have



are intended to be pasted on the Admiralty Chart of the Falkland
Islands,in the space below the legend already Inserted thereon,

the Admiralty Chart so as to be able to employxHmilar.
the printing of the slips.

Government Geologist.

*
of slip required.The slips should be 71nches by 4 Inches.They

I have etc. ,

and it would be well if the printer could examine the legend of 
type^in
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